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Welcome to Horsens
We are delighted that you have chosen to visit our lovely town. Now, an adventorous 
stroll through the town centre awaits. Follow the numbers from 1-13 and answer the 
questions along the way. When finished, you will have earned yourself your very own 

gold medal, which you can collect at Horsens Art Museum  

We hope you have a great day!
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HORSENS MUSEUM
This museum was designed by a famous architect. What was he called? Find his 
name in the bronze plague left of the green door. 
Answer

THE WATER TOWER
This water tower from 1913 is 22 metres tall and was the first of its kind in town. 
How many windows does it have? Answer

THE INDUSTRIAL MUSEUM
The industrial revolution has had a great significance for Horsens. But what is the 
red thing placed in front of the museum?
Answer

NORTHERN CEMETARY / NORDRE KIRKEGÅRD
The tallest monument on the oldest cemetary in Horsens is placed by the so-called 
warrior grave. Which year is engraved on the big rock? Answer

HORSENS NEW THEATER / HORSENS NY TEATER
This cultural venue is filled with exciting events for young and old. Count the 
figurines on the roof and write down the number:  

VITUS BERING PARK
The famous explorer Vitus Bering was born in Horsens. But when did he find the 
strait between Asia and America? Find the year on the map between the cannons. 

Answer

Answer

Congratulations! You are now one of the cool people who have completed the 
Horsens Treasure Hunt. Well done! 

Fill out the remaining spaces on this paper and follow the  dotted line in the map to
HORSENS ART MUSEUM. Hand in the map and receive your well-earned medal!

P.S. Did you know that we have 3 more treasure hunts in The Coastal Land?
(It would be pretty cool to have them all, wouldn’t it?) Find out more at KYSTLANDET.com.

THE HOSPITAL CHURCH / HOSPITALSKIRKEN
In the 1500s, this building was both a hostpital and a church. Today, what is in the 
hole left of the clock?
Answer

8

THE OLD WAREHOUS / DET GAMLE PAKHUS
In the old days, the stream would pass by this old warehouse. Count the doors 
and write down the number: 

11

JAN TRØJBORGS PLADS
What do you think the little girl in the statue would like to become?
Answer

12

PLAYGROUND AT THE INDUSTRIAL MUSEUM
Try 3 of the playing equipments. Mark the box when youy have finished 13

FUGHOLM
The large mural on this building is made by artist Jacoba Niepoort. Which colour are 
the strings?

10

JØRGENSENS HOTEL 
This building once housed the prominent ‘Lichtenberg Mansion’. Which animal can be 
seen on the doorknockers? 

9

HORSENS ART MUSEUM / HORSENS KUNSTMUSEUM
How tall is the wooden sculpture by Bjørn Nørgaard, that you can see through the 
museum windows? 2,25 metres 3,25 metres 4,25 metres

A duck A horse A lion
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